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A B S T R A C T

The restricted operating temperature range of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) systems for upgrading and
retrofitting reinforced concrete structures is among the key limiting factors of this technology. Indeed, an
alternative reinforcing system, known as Mineral-impregnated Carbon-Fibre (MCF), has recently emerged to
address this issue. This paper presents an experimental investigation of the performance of MCF systems
embedded in fine-grained, Alkali-Activated Concrete (AAC), which have been pre-heated at 100 °C (or 200 °C)
and then tested in pull-out at the target temperature. For the purpose of assessing the bond quality against
thermal exposure, results are compared with the control group (ambient temperature 20 °C), as well as
with an epoxy-impregnated commercial roving. In addition, specimens are characterised at the fibre-to-
matrix interface by microscopy and by physical–chemical analytical techniques. Experimental data are fitted
onto a one-dimensional stress-and-friction analytical model to determine the characteristic properties of the
temperature-dependent bond–slip behaviour of MCFs. Findings suggest enhanced chemical compatibility and
reinforcing capabilities at elevated temperature for MCFs, primarily ascribed to the impregnation quality and
to the AAC capacity to withstand thermal strain.
1. Introduction

Fibre Reinforced polymer (FRP) composites are now widely adopted
for civil engineering applications as high-performance externally bon-
ded strengthening systems. Indeed, carbon fabric proves immune of the
well-known corrosion issue typical of steel. In addition, FRPs offer supe-
rior versatility, ease of application, an outstanding strength-to-weight
ratio and, overall, exceptional potential for optimisation at the design
stage. Still, application of FRP composites suffer from serious concerns
regarding their high temperature behaviour, specifically in terms of
reduced strength, stiffness and bonding properties. The mechanical
properties of FRPs are in fact adversely affected by temperature due to
the intrinsic limitations of the polymeric phase, such as the glass tran-
sition temperature for thermosets, the melting point for thermoplastics
and, ultimately, the decomposition temperature [1,2]. For this reason,
more advanced composites have been developed in recent decades,
replacing polymer matrices with mineral-bonded counterparts, such
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as cementitious binders. Composites combining technical fabrics made
from synthetic fibres (e.g. carbon) with inorganic matrices are generally
referred to as textile-reinforced concrete (TRC) and have been success-
fully employed for both structural strengthening and the production of
new lightweight thin-walled structures.

However, when dealing with inorganic matrices, the presence of
solid particles larger in diameter than the interstices between adjacent
fibres prevents complete impregnation of the roving. This lack of
impregnation by the embedding medium is often associated with the in-
duction of telescopic failure and fabric slippage [3], which significantly
impairs the full conversion of the mechanical potential of the reinforc-
ing fibres. This issue has been extensively studied and technological
approaches, such as bundle coating and impregnation during textile
manufacturing, have become essential to bind the filaments together,
ensure practical handling, provide an outer sheath to further protect
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the sleeve filaments from abrasion [4–6], and ultimately promote long-
term performance [7]. The state of the art in this field consists of
polymer impregnation strategies mainly involving epoxy resins [8,9],
styrene-butadiene [10,11], polycarbonate-polyurethane [12], among
others. Depending on the intended application, rigid impregnation
phases such as epoxies generally yield the best overall performance
of the TRC composite in terms of tensile strength, elongation and
toughness [13], at the expense of textile flexibility, while a trade-
off between mechanical response and textile flexibility is required for
applications of curved TRC elements [12]. However, when polymer
impregnation is used, thermal stability is compromised to some extent,
as demonstrated by several studies [2,14], although the hydraulic
matrix layer covering the roving has been shown to mitigate, or at
least delay, this detrimental process [15,16]. Replacing polymer ma-
trices with mineral impregnating agents appears to be a promising
solution for improving the temperature resistance of textile-reinforced
composites [1,4,17]. Some fibre coating techniques proposed in the
literature involve the addition of hydrophilic particles, e.g., micro- and
nanosized silica, which allow an improved, albeit partial, conversion of
the textile properties [18]. Moving to inorganic bundle impregnation,
good results have been obtained by cement-based Mineral impregnated
Carbon Fibre (MCF) rovings, first developed by Schneider et al. [19]
and then extended to poly(p-phenylen-2,6-benzobisoxazol) (PBO) fi-
bres for structural retrofitting [20]. This innovative approach lends
chemical affinity with the concrete matrix and it is able to uniformly
penetrate the bundle well inside the rovings, thus preventing lack of
adhesion while allowing significant cost reduction and technological
flexibility in production and application [21,22]. Furthermore, recent
findings have shown how tailored surface profiling of MCF enhances
the shape stability and activates additional mechanical interlocking
with the embedding matrix [23], with favourable implications for
digital, automated robotic or additive manufacturing approaches [24].
While the proof of concept for cementitious impregnation has been
largely established, challenges arise from the long hydration time of
cement-based suspensions and from the large storage space required
to allow for sufficient strength gain. These limitations restrict the
availability of cost-effective manufacturing of MCF bars and/or textiles
and their potential industrial upgrading. To improve the processability
of MCF reinforcements, research has focused on alternative impreg-
nating agents and curing processes to achieve MCF featuring sound
and scalable performance and sustainability [25]. Among the existing
mineral impregnation matrices, a promising approach is to replace
cementitious materials with geopolymers (GP), which feature both
a wider processing window for continuous impregnation and rapid
setting with increased early strength through targeted low-temperature
synthesis [26,27]. Nevertheless, understanding of the reinforcement
capabilities of GP-MCF at temperatures in the range of 200 °C remains
limited, although some contributions in the literature outline signifi-
cant potential for GP-based composites, which have been investigated
in a variety of applications, such as high-tech aerospace, automotive
and engineering fields [28–33]. Some valuable attempts have been
proposed for GP-based composites in the field of structural strength-
ening [34–37], with promising outcomes in terms of fire and thermal
resistance [38,39].

To pave the way to the application of MCF systems to concrete
structures, a systematic assessment of the parameters governing the
interfacial interaction between GP-MCF rovings and the embedding
mineral matrix is crucial. In fact, although GP impregnation is preferred
in several respects over the use of cement, the main downside of this
approach lies in the poor chemical affinity with standard cement-based
matrices. Furthermore, high temperature exposure is expected to affect
the force transfer pathways and the crack formation mechanisms in
structural elements. To better elucidate such aspects, a simple mechan-
ical model is resorted to, which describes both the elastic and the
debonding progress. Kelly [40] may have been among the first authors
2

to recognise the very different behaviour of ductile versus brittle matrix t
Table 1
Properties of Solidian GRID Q85/85-CCE-21 according to the manufacturer.

Property Unit Value

Fineness of the roving tex 3200
Net cross-section of the roving mm2 1.81
Cross-sectional area of textile per unit width mm2∕m 85
Mean tensile strength (ISO 10406-1) MPa 3300
Modulus of elasticity (ISO 10406-1) GPa 220
Impregnation type – epoxy

composite systems, and to relate this difference to the pull-out test.
His approach, based on a constant stress distribution along the roving
and focusing on gradual debonding, has been parallelled by many
authors, such as Hutchinson and Jensen [41],Naaman et al. [42],Radi
et al. [43],Sorzia et al. [44]. In contrast, Kerans and Parthasarathy
[45] provide a critical review of previous models and in particular
recognise the importance of accounting for the finite extent of the fibre
anchorage until debonding gradually develops. It is precisely along
these lines, which are also well illustrated by DiFrancia et al. [46], that
the model in this paper considers a (depthwise) finite stress distribution
that allows for progressive debonding, here assumed cohesive in nature
for simplicity.

The present study aims to investigate the bond–slip behaviour of
two different variants of GP-MCFs (namely, with and without surface
profiling) when embedded in a fine-grained, alkali-activated concrete
(AAC) matrix and exposed to three target temperatures, i.e. ambient
(20 ◦C), 100 ◦C and 200 ◦C. To attain temperature uniformity within
the specimens, the heating protocol consisted of a pre-heating phase
of 2 to 4 h, respectively for 100 ◦C and 200 ◦C. Single-sided pull-
out tests were then conducted at the target temperature. A commercial
carbon roving impregnated with epoxy (E) resin serves as benchmark.
The implications of both roving impregnation and surface profiling are
studied.

2. Materials and methods

The experimental activity presented in this study consists of in-situ
single-sided pull-out tests aimed at directly characterising the bond
behaviour of impregnated rovings in an alkali-activated concrete (AAC)
matrix. This section describes the raw materials that were considered,
the specimen preparation and the test protocols that were followed.

2.1. Materials

The commercial, warp-knitted carbon grid (GRID Q85/85 – CCE –
21) supplied by Solidian GmbH (Albstadt, Germany) served as reference
and is characterised by epoxy impregnation (see Fig. 1a). Each roving,
either warp or weft, features a count of 3200 tex, an average tensile
strength of 3300MPa, and the glass transition temperature, 𝑇𝑔 , for the
epoxy impregnation is 115 °C. The main physical properties, as declared
by the manufacturer [47], are given in Table 1.

For the production of mineral-impregnated carbon fibre (MCF) rov-
ings, high modulus (HM) CF tow (SIGRAFIL® C T50-4.4/255-E100)

as supplied by SGL Group, Wiesbaden, Germany, in spools containing
0k individual filaments with epoxy sizing. Table 2 reports the main
hysical properties, as reported by the supplier [48]. It should be noted
hat both carbon fibres exhibit similar properties, especially in terms of
ineness, and this allows for a meaningful comparison [26].

The customised mix design and mixing procedure for impregna-
ion followed previous studies by the authors [26,49] and was based
n reactive metakaolin (Al2O3 ⋅2 SiO2) (trade name Metamax) from

BASF (Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany), potassium silicate activator
Geosil® 14517 from Wöllner (Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany) and
uperplasticiser based on modified phosphonic acid salts Sapetin D27
rom Wöllner (Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany) at a dosage of 4 wt%
f the geopolymer. Mixing was performed using an IKA T50 digital
LTRA-TURRAX disperser for 7 min, followed by 10 min of vibration
o eliminate trapped air bubbles.
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Table 2
Properties of multifilament carbon fibre roving SIGRAFIL® C
T50-4.4/255-E100 according to the manufacturer.
Property Unit Value

Number of filaments – 50k
Fineness of the roving tex 3450
Density g∕m3 1.80
Filament diameter μm 7.0
Filament tensile strength MPa 4400
Filament modulus of elasticity GPa 255

Fig. 1. Epoxy impregnated carbon roving ECF (a), and mineral impregnated carbon
rovings without (b) and with (c) surface profiling, respectively S-MCF and W-MCF.

Table 3
Mix composition of the AAC matrix for the roving pull-out tests.
Constituent Dosage [g∕m3]

Metakaolin 363
Ground-granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS) 155
Fine sand 0–300 μm 264
Coarse sand 0–2 mm 759
Potassium silicate solution 519

2.2. Mineral impregnation of CF roving

Continuous impregnation of unidirectional rovings with the GP sus-
pension was carried out in a pultrusion line driven by a fully digitalised
control system as described by Liebscher et al. [50] and Zhao et al. [49].

The implementation of the MCF involved continuous drawing and
winding of the roving onto a motor-driven hexagonal wheel. The
roving passed through guide levels, a motorised kiss-coater and an
impregnation bath consisting of a five-roller foulard system. To achieve
a regular ellipsoidal cross-section, the impregnated roving was then
formed by a plastic conical nozzle with an internal opening diameter of
4.1mm. Some of the MCF rovings were further processed by applying an
automatic helical winding to the semi-finished roving element at 6mm
intervals to achieve a corrugated surface (see Fig. 1c) [23]. To expedite
the setting process, freshly impregnated rovings were thermally cured
in an electric oven at 50 °C for 16 h. The appearance of the epoxy-
impregnated control specimens (hereafter referred to as ‘‘ECF’’) as well
as of MCF rovings, either with smooth (‘‘S-MCF’’) or wound (‘‘W-MCF’’)
surfaces, is shown in Fig. 1.

2.3. Specimen manufacturing for pull-out tests

To investigate the interfacial bond properties of the three kinds
of carbon multifilament rovings, a fine-grained, high-strength alkali-
activated concrete (AAC) matrix was devised. Table 3 lists the com-
position of the mix, which consisted of metakaolin, ground granulated
blast-furnace slag (GGBS), potassium silicate activator (Geosil® 14517),
quartz fine sand (BCS 413 from Strobel, Germany) with a maximum
particle size of 0.3mm, and coarse sand (Ottendorf, Germany) with a
maximum particle diameter of 2mm.

To mitigate the adverse effects of aggregate fineness and high binder
content in modern fine-grained concrete, the particle size distribution
was carefully tailored to approximate an ideal target grading curve,
i.e., the Fuller parabola [51]. The compressive and flexural strength
values of the AAC matrix were tested on prisms (40 × 40 × 160
3

mm3) at 20 °C, 100 °C and 200 °C according to EN 196-1 [52], while
Young’s modulus was measured at the same target temperature on
prismatic specimens having the same dimensions, in compliance with
EN 12390-13 [53]. Pull-out specimens consisted of two AAC blocks
with dimensions of 90 × 80 × 80 mm3 and 50 × 80 × 80 mm3 (height
× width × depth). The former served as an anchorage block and the
latter as a test block. The roving was positioned at the centre of the
two blocks, in fact connecting them, with a free length of 120mm
and an embedded length of 10mm in the test block. An embedded
length of 80mm was chosen in the anchorage concrete block to ensure
that the extraction would occur exclusively from the test block. Pull-
out specimens were demoulded after 20 h, tightly wrapped in plastic
bags and cured for further 27 days in a climatic chamber at 20 °C.
The slump flow of the AAC matrix was 190mm, determined using a
Hägermann slump funnel in accordance with DIN EN 1015-3 [54],
without application of strokes.

2.4. Testing methods

In order to characterise the bond–slip behaviour of the different rov-
ings in the AAC matrix, one-sided pull-out tests were carried out using
an Instron 8501 machine, equipped with a load cell Instron 2518-111.
Most importantly, elevated temperature tests were directly conducted
into a climatic chamber at a displacement rate of 1mm∕min at 100 °C
and 200 °C and compared with reference samples, tested at ambient
temperature (approximately 20 °C). This specific test protocol differs
from preconditioning and allows the determination of bond properties
at the target isotherm. Further information on the test setup can be
found in Schneider et al. [55]. A minimum of five specimens were
tested for each set. Prior to testing, the specimens were preheated in a
Universal Furnace (UF1060 from Memmert GmbH + Co. KG) at a rate
of 3 °C∕min until the desired temperature was reached. Specimens were
then held at the target temperature for 2 h and 4 h, to allow complete
evaporation of physically bound water and part of chemically bound
water, and to reach steady-state within the specimen. The time required
to heat the entire embedded volume of the roving was determined using
a type K thermocouple embedded in the centre of the concrete block.

The filament-matrix distribution, fracture surface, and failure be-
haviour of the rovings were investigated at the micro-scale using a
Quanta 250 FEG environmental scanning electron microscope (FEI,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands). A micro-computed tomography (𝜇CT)
scan CT-XPRESS (ProCon X-ray, Germany) with a high productivity
65 W X-ray tube and a high-resolution flat panel detector was per-
formed to specifically investigate the roving-to-AAC matrix interface.
Each scan lasted approximately 1 h with a sampling rate of 0.5Hz and
scanning conditions of 71 kV and 191 μA with 1441 projections. The
scans were then iteratively reconstructed using X-AID software (MITOS,
Germany), with 1470 × 1149 pixels for each slice.

Thermal expansion tests up to 200 °C were conducted using a
dilatometer (Clasic CZ, type DIL 1500, Řevnice, Czech Republic) on
both impregnation matrix and concrete matrix samples with dimen-
sions of 20 × 20 × 160 mm3. The measurements were performed
at a heating rate of 3 °C∕min for all the samples. Thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) was performed using a STA 409 DC thermal analyser
(Netzsch, Germany). Samples were heated from 20 °C to 1000 °C at
a rate of 10 °C∕min in an O2 flow of 60mL∕min. A Porotec PASCAL
140/440 porosimeter was employed to measure mercury intrusion
porosity (MIP). The mercury surface tension was 0.48N∕m, the contact
angle was 140◦, and the test pressure ranged from 0 to 400.71 MPa.
Prior to chemical characterisation, all samples were stored in liquid
isopropanol for at least 24 h to arrest the hydration reaction, followed
by drying in an Alpha 1–2 LDplus Christ vacuum desiccator for 7 days.
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Fig. 2. ESEM images of the cross-sections at 20 °C (left) and 200 °C (right). The colour sequence of ESEM from dark to light represents the pristine CFs or epoxy resin, GP
impregnation matrix, concrete binder materials, and concrete aggregate, respectively.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphological and analytical characterisation of MCF and AAC ma-
trix

The ESEM micrographs in Fig. 2 show the cross section of the
rovings embedded in the AAC matrix. Comparisons are also presented
between ambient temperature benchmarks (left inlets) and their coun-
terparts tested at 200 °C (right inlets). As a general observation, the
former micrographs confirm that the filament bundles were evenly
penetrated by the impregnation matrix for both the ECF reference
and MCF rovings. This evidence suggests that effective stress transfer
between filaments has occurred during loading.

At room temperature, prior to the onset of debonding damage,
the sleeve filaments are seamlessly surrounded by the AAC matrix
with no visible boundaries, regardless of the impregnation medium.
Specifically for the MCFs, the longitudinal sections were examined
by 𝜇CT (see Fig. 3a), which show a continuous and intact interface.
Such compact interfacial areas ensure effective confinement of the
4

roving, fostering both the mechanical interlocking and the chemical
bonding with the surrounding AAC matrix. In addition, the strong
affinity between the GP impregnation and the embedding AAC here
may promote the formation of a transitional interdiffusion boundary
by assimilation. The debonding crack propagation observed in the MCF
specimens was primarily within the impregnation matrix. This suggests
a strong chemical affinity and moderate transverse stiffness provided by
the GP impregnation matrix [23]. On the contrary, debonding in the
ECF counterparts was mainly detected at the interface, suggesting that
the mere frictional interlocking due to chemical incompatibility with
the matrix was the underlying cause.

After preheating at 200 °C, the ECF rovings still display crack devel-
opment in the interfacial zone (Fig. 2b), revealing the ongoing thermal
degradation of the epoxy impregnation matrix. For MCFs exposed to
200 °C, premature cracking occurred within a few microns of the outer
layer of sleeve filaments near the interface. Accordingly, the 𝜇CT slice
of Fig. 3b showcases low density (i.e., black) areas that propagate
axially between the MCF and AAC, highlighting the presence of voids
and debonding cracks. This premature damage reduces the frictional in-
terlock at the interface, and therefore the bond stress, and is attributed
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Fig. 3. 𝜇CT slices of the pull-out specimens with the smooth MCF.
Fig. 4. (a) Dilatometric curves and (b) TG/ DTG thermograms of the GP impregnating matrix and AAC matrix.
to thermal shrinkage during the preheating phase in the interface zone.
Inevitable capillary cracks in the AAC matrix and GP impregnation are
also visible at 20 °C due to autogenous and drying shrinkage, with their
size and shape increasing as the temperature rises from 20 °C to 200 °C
[56]. The implications of thermal shrinkage are currently the main
challenge for GP mineral impregnation technology, especially when
compared with cementitious impregnation, which undergoes thermal
expansion upon heating [57]. The thermal shrinkage of the AAC matrix
reduces the compaction pressure on the fibre reinforcement [51,55].
The phenomenon of cracking at the edge of the aggregate is presum-
ably caused by the mismatch of volumetric changes between the sand
aggregates and the alkali-activated gels [58], and is shown in Fig. 2b
and d.

The thermal expansion curves for the AAC matrix and the GP
impregnating suspension are shown in the dilatometric diagrams in
Fig. 4a. For the GP impregnating agent, a slight deformation was
recorded up to 150 °C, followed by significant shrinkage up to around
0.6 % at higher temperatures. This extent of shrinkage can be at-
tributed to thermal dehydration, i.e., the evaporation of physically
and chemically bound water, which typically occurs in this tempera-
ture range [59] and is evidenced by the thermogravimetric curve in
Fig. 4b. As a result, the formation of voids or cracks within the MCF
itself and interfacial debonding of the reinforcement is unavoidable.
Conversely, the AAC matrix expanded up to 150 °C due to thermal
expansion of the inert quartz sand. Thereafter, considerable shrinkage
occurred, dominated mainly by thermal decomposition of the binder
materials, which outweighed the expansion of the sand. As in the case
of GP impregnation, the shrinkage of the AAC matrix after 150 °C is
traced back to a pronounced dehydration of physically and chemically
bound water [59,60], in good agreement with the observations made
5

Fig. 5. Pore volume distributions obtained in MIP, as a function of the test
temperature.

by TGA (see Fig. 4b). Interestingly, the peaks at 118 °C and 144 °C
in the DTG for the GP impregnation suspension and AAC matrix,
respectively, appeared earlier than the corresponding inflection points
in the dilatometric curves. This minor difference can be explained
by the different sample sizes and corresponding surfaces. Due to the
higher water content in the GP suspension design, more pronounced
dimensional deformation is recorded for the impregnating suspension,
implying a dominant role in controlling the thermomechanical failure
of the overall composite system.
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Fig. 6. Mechanical properties of the AAC matrix at elevated temperatures.

The bar charts in Fig. 5 provide an overview of the porosity of
the two alkali-activated materials investigated here as the GP impreg-
nating agent and the AAC matrix. The pore volume distribution of
the specimens exposed at different temperatures can be classified into
nanopores (3–10 nm), mesopores (10–50 nm), macropores (50–200 nm),
and voids > 200nm, following the methodology of the previous study
by Zhao et al. [49]. As the exposure temperature increases, both the
impregnation suspension and AAC matrix show a substantial increase
in their total porosity, mesopores, macropores and voids > 200nm as
a result of the loss of water, while the proportion of nanopores is
reduced. In fact, nanopores are closely interrelated with the intrinsic
microstructure formation of the reaction products, whereas mesopores,
macropores and those larger than 200 nm are indicative of dehydration
and microstructural damage [61]. The increase in specific pore volume
across all size ranges results in a loosely bound microstructure, ulti-
mately leading to premature failure under load [62] and lower flexural
strength and Young’s modulus of AAC at higher temperatures.

As indicated in Fig. 6, the AAC investigated here exhibited a con-
siderable reduction in flexural strength and Young’s modulus when
exposed to elevated temperatures up to 200 °C. The detrimental effect
on the mechanical response is mainly ascribed to the dehydration
of the binders, resulting in irreversible thermal shrinkage [63], as
envisaged by TGA and dilatometric tests. Conversely, a modest increase
in the compressive strength was observed, potentially related to the
acceleration of the chemical reaction of the blended binders [64].

3.2. Pull-out behaviour of the MCF rovings

Pull-out tests under ambient and elevated temperature conditions
disclosed the typical pull-out failure, with no visible concrete splitting
or bar rupture. A detailed representation of the debonding process is
shown in Fig. 7 in terms of shear force vs displacement curves for
ECF, S-MCF and W-MCF, reported in different colours according to
temperature exposure, i.e., blue for 20 °C, orange for 100 °C and red
for 200 °C. The displacement is intended as the slip between the roving
and the surrounding matrix block.

Distinct trends in the pull-out curve profiles clearly distinguish the
epoxy-impregnated rovings from the MCF rovings. The former followed
a three-branched curve, which is typical for FRP, as described in the
work by Lorenz et al. [65]. Indeed, as the ECF roving progressively
debonds from the surrounding inorganic matrix, the load increases until
it reaches the peak debonding stress (𝜏𝑑) at the corresponding slip and
fails at the fibre-matrix boundary due to poor chemical bond [51].
During the testing phase, both the force and the relative displacement
(slip) from the machine were recorded up to a roving slip of 5mm.
The peak value is considered to be the interfacial bond strength (𝜏 )
6

𝑚𝑎𝑥
and quantifies the combination of physical and chemical bond quality
established at the interface, uniformly averaged over the entire embed-
ded length. The interfacial bond strength was calculated by dividing
the peak force by the lateral area of the embedded roving, which was
assumed to have an approximately elliptical cross-section. The height
and width of the roving were measured for each specimen [22,51].
The bond modulus (BM) was assessed as a secant modulus recorded
between 20 % and 70 % of the maximum shear stress in the ascending
branch of the stress–displacement curve. Owing to the high stiffness of
CFs, the axial deformation of the free roving during the initial phase
is minimal and can be neglected without impairing the accuracy of
the measurement. The crack-bridging capacity of MCF rovings in AAC
was estimated by taking into account the pull-out stress at the slip
values of 0.5mm and 1.0mm (𝜏0.5 and 𝜏1.0, respectively) in the post-peak
phase for small crack widths, i.e., its serviceability, and large com-
ponent deformations, respectively [66]. During the debonding stage,
the slope of the ascending branch gradually declines as a result of the
progressing detachment of the roving from the deeper cross sections.
After attaining the peak bond stress, slip-softening occurred, showing
the gradual decay of the frictional force in the extraction phase, with
slight rises caused by additional frictional and bearing stresses due to
the pronounced mechanical interlocking of the wrap-knit texture on
the roving surface and the high stiffness of epoxy impregnation. Com-
pared to epoxy-based rovings, the smooth MCFs show comparable bond
strength, but higher bond modulus (𝐵𝑀) and slightly lower post-crack
stress retain (𝜏0.5 and 𝜏1.0). The curve profile of S-MCF is characterised
by a more rapidly increasing branch during the initial loading stage
until the peak debonding force is reached at a smaller displacement,
signifying a higher shear modulus. This is accompanied by a subsequent
steep drop, reflecting the failure of the adhesive bond in the outer
filament layer. It is noteworthy that the initial almost linear elastic rise
turns into a non-linear path with a decreasing slope before reaching
the peak, indicating a gradual delamination process from the matrix.
As described in earlier study [23], the crack propagation has been
observed primarily within the impregnation matrix for the failed MCF
specimens, suggesting strong chemical affinity and moderate transverse
stiffness provided by the GP impregnation matrix. The pull-out process
of the smooth MCF was associated with a mild softening branch or even
a stress plateau, primarily influenced by friction and substantial shape
interlocking. The additional tailored surface profiling of the wound
MCF resulted in a 46 % increase in debonding stress, 𝜏𝑑 . In fact, as a
bonded, deformed MCF bar is subjected to increasing axial tensile loads,
the chemical adhesion between the MCF and the matrix gradually
decreases. At the same time, additional surface deformations induce
oblique contact forces directed towards the surrounding matrix. The
stress on the surface of MCFs resulting from the force component in
the direction of the bar can be interpreted as the bond stress between
the MCF and the concrete matrix. The resistance in the post-cracked
phase, which is ruled by friction, clearly benefited from the mechanical
surface profiling. After attaining the first peak value, the declining
trend of the bond stiffness is less pronounced than that of the smooth
counterpart, while the subsequent pull-out phase is recognised by a
non-linear ascending progression up to the maximum pull-out load.
For instance, 𝜏1.0 yields gains of 47 % and 20 % at 20 °C and 200 °C,
respectively, over the smooth counterparts, respectively. A shift in the
dominant mechanism of bond failure is argued, involving shearing of
the surface indentations at the interface induced by the profiling and
peeling of the AAC matrix. This process is dependent on the interplay
of factors such as the relative shear strength between the fibres and the
GP impregnation matrix, and the shear strength of the AAC matrix.

The bar charts in Fig. 8 present a comprehensive summary of the
key results of 𝜏𝑑 , 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝜏0.5, 𝜏1.0, 𝑊0.5 and the Temperature Influence
Factor (TIF). The TIF is calculated as the ratio of the values of 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥
at elevated temperatures to their counterparts at ambient temperature
and is a direct indicator of performance degradation.
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Fig. 7. Representative pull-out force–displacement curves obtained at different temperatures, i.e., 20 ◦C (blue), 100 ◦C (orange) and 200 ◦C (red). (For interpretation of the
eferences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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With increasing exposure temperature, the TIF values and other
arameters, including 𝜏𝑑 , 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝐵𝑀 , 𝜏0.5, and 𝜏1.0 in the pull-out phase,
onsistently exhibit a gradual decline for both the ECF and MCF rov-
ngs, while maintaining similar debonding behaviour to the cases at
0 °C. Exposure of the ECF rovings to 100 °C suffers a moderate 25

reduction in bond strength, which is limited by the residual shape
nterlocking. On the other hand, further heating to 200 °C resulted
n an almost complete loss of bond strength, in line with previous
indings for FRPs [67]. At this extent of thermal exposure, well above
he glass transition temperature of conventional epoxies, a marked
eduction in frictional bonding and mechanical interlock during the
ull-out process is unavoidable due to softening or melting of the
poxy resin [68]. On the contrary, the superior durability of MCFs was
emonstrated. Indeed, while at 100 °C both MCFs showed a slightly
ower TIF than their epoxy counterparts, even at 200 °C they could still
etain more than half of the corresponding bond strength at ambient
emperature, i.e., 57 % and 50 % for S- and W-MCF, respectively.
imilar trends were also observed for the 𝜏0.5, 𝜏1.0, during the post-
eak phase and 𝐵𝑀 values for the three roving variants. The overall
ebonding failure of the MCF links to the multifaceted nature of the
ransverse shrinkage of the impregnation matrix and AAC and the axial
ismatch between the carbon roving and the concrete substrate, as

upported by dilatometry measurements (see Fig. 4). Compared to the
oftening of the polymer material, thermal strains have a lesser effect
n the strength and stiffness of the AAC matrix and the MCF. The
erived surface profiling on MCF results in lower TIF values at either
00 °C or at 200 °C compared to smooth counterparts, despite higher
bsolute values of the bond strength. The additional interlock stemming
rom the surface corrugation is expected to be weakened to some extent
7

y the thermal shrinkage of the binders. (
. Mechanical modelling

A one-dimensional mechanical model is employed to assess the
mpregnation capabilities to promote adhesion to the matrix and el-
vated temperature stability. The model embodies the simple idea of
imulating the rovings as a cylindrical rod of radius 𝑟 under axial
ension. Consistent with the test setup, the rod is partially embedded in
he matrix (embedded length, 𝑡) and partially protruding (free length,
0), as illustrated in Fig. 9.

The rod interacts with the matrix through a shear stress distri-
ution across the mantle. Following Kerans and Parthasarathy [45]
nd DiFrancia et al. [46], it is assumed that the shear stress decays
xponentially along the axial direction, 𝑥, pointing inside the specimen,
amely

(𝑥) = 𝜏0 exp (−𝜒𝑥) , 0 < 𝑥 < 𝑡. (1)

n Eq. (1), the rate of decay 𝜒 > 0 is directly connected to the
xtinction length 𝐿𝑒, also named the elastic effective bond length, i.e., the
istance beyond which the roving feels a negligible pull-out force,
.g., exp

(

−𝜒𝐿𝑒
)

= 1%, see [46] and references therein. As the external
ull-out force 𝐹 increases, the shear stress function still retains the
orm (1), with the understanding that the peak shear stress 𝜏0 = 𝜏0(𝐹 )
s monotonically increasing with the applied force 𝐹 . As a result, the
ecay rate (and likewise the extinction length) is assumed to be inde-
endent of the applied force. During this stage, the force–displacement
urve is linear and its slope, 𝐸𝑡, reflects the axial stiffness in the rod.
his behaviour should be contrasted with the cohesive material law
CML) pure-Mode-II models of fracture, which appear in the literature

e.g., [69,70]), and stipulate a CML in terms of tau-slip, the latter being
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Fig. 8. Average mechanical parameters obtained by experimental tests as a function of the temperature exposure for each impregnated roving.

Fig. 9. Pull-out of a fibre embedded in a matrix with embedded length 𝑡. Initially, the applied force 𝐹 < 𝐹0 is transmitted to the matrix through the shearing force distribution
(a), at 𝐹 = 𝐹0 the maximum shear force that may be transmitted to the matrix, 𝜏𝑚, is reached (b), later debonding develops over the length 𝑠 < 𝑡 and frictional shear 𝜏𝑠 < 𝜏𝑚
arises: this lends the hardening part of the strength curve.
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intended as ‘‘the relative displacement at the debonding interface’’. In
such models, in the absence of slip, the shear stress is constant. Instead,
we follow the concept by DiFrancia et al. [46], according to which
it is ‘‘the load versus crack-length relationship which must be imple-
mented’’, as opposed to ‘‘the load versus displacement relationship’’.
In the absence of catastrophic failure, a crack may develop within
the material, with a length that may not be equal to the fibre’s slip.
When the threshold force 𝐹 = 𝐹0, which corresponds to the threshold
stress 𝜏0 = 𝜏𝑚, is reached, interface damage develops and longitudinal
cracking occurs starting from the matrix surface along the rod mantle.
Enforcing the boundary condition demanding that the normal force in
the roving, 𝑁(𝑥), is zero at the bottom surface of the matrix, i.e., 𝑁(𝑡) =
, yields the threshold shear stress 𝜏𝑚 as a function of the decay rate 𝜒
nd of the pull-out force 𝐹0

𝑚 = 𝐹0
𝜒𝑒𝜒𝑡

2𝜋𝑟(𝑒𝜒𝑡 − 1)
.

s a result of longitudinal crack formation, the exponentially decaying
hear stress distribution moves deeper into the matrix, at depth 𝑠, and
t is replaced by a (possibly frictional) constant cohesive shear stress
𝑠 = 𝜂−1𝜏𝑚, where 𝜂 > 1, namely

(𝑥) =
{

𝜏𝑠, 𝑥 < 𝑠,
𝜂𝜏𝑠 exp (−𝜒𝑥) , 𝑠 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑡

(2)

his second stage clearly features a non-linear force–displacement re-
ponse for 𝐹 > 𝐹0 and 𝑢 > 𝑢0, which is of most interest in assessing
he mean interfacial strength. In fact, it is at this stage that interfacial
amage takes place and hardening occurs in the force–displacement
urve. The mean interfacial strength indeed determines the extent of
his hardening branch, while the maximum transmitted shear stress
ropagates steadily downwards along the roving. This distinctive be-
aviour is associated with progressive, as opposed to catastrophic,
ailure at the interface and can only occur inasmuch as 𝜂 > 1. The
ignificance of this hardening branch lies in the ductility and resistance
hat it provides.

At the end of this hardening branch, the maximum force 𝐹1, cor-
esponding to the displacement 𝑢1, is reached when the exponentially
ecaying stress at the bottom surface matches the cohesive shear stress
n the crack, i.e., 𝜏(𝑡) = 𝜏𝑠. This condition yields the maximum crack
ength 𝑠1 = 𝑡 − 𝜒−1 ln 𝜂 in the matrix. Indeed, beyond this point, the
racking process becomes catastrophic, although some residual fric-
ional resistance may be retained. From a mechanical viewpoint, this
utcome is due to the fact that the newly generated cohesive frictional
tress, 𝜏𝑠, is unable to counterbalance the diminishing contribution

offered by the exponentially decaying stress block, which has shifted
deeper in the material and it has consequently become shorter, due to
the finite embedment length. The final stage, which occurs for 𝐹 < 𝐹1
nd 𝑢 > 𝑢1 and corresponds to the softening branch of the force–
isplacement curve, is mainly indicative of the frictional effects of
ulling the roving out of the cracked matrix. Such a response is inherent
o a weak interface and often occurs in textile reinforced systems in the
bsence of roving impregnation [71,72].

Following the approach described by Signorini et al. [20], the model
s conveniently reformulated in terms of dimensionless parameters for
he axial coordinate (𝜁 = 𝑥∕𝑡) and the decay rate (𝜅 = 𝜒𝑡), which yield
he dimensionless strength curve in the hardening regime 𝐹∕𝐹0

∕𝐹0 = 𝑓 (𝜁 ) =
𝑒𝜅 (𝜁𝜅 + 𝜂) − 𝜂𝑒𝜁𝜅

𝜂 (𝑒𝜅 − 1)
, (3)

nd the area under the corresponding curve

1 = ∫

𝜁𝑚

0
𝐹∕𝐹0d𝜁 =

𝑒𝜅
(

𝜁2𝑚𝜅
2 + 2𝜂𝜁𝑚𝜅 − 2

)

+ 2𝜂
2𝜂 (𝑒𝜅 − 1) 𝜁𝑚𝜅

. (4)

Indeed, Eq. (3) approximates the additional force demanded beyond
the linear regime in the slip-hardening phase (with 𝜁 ∈ [𝜁0, 𝜁1]), while
Eq. (4) defines the dimensionless area under the strength curve up to
the maximum point [𝜁𝑚, 𝐹1∕𝐹0], where 𝜁𝑚 = 𝜁1 and 𝐹1∕𝐹0 = 𝑓 (𝜁𝑚). It is
noteworthy that such quantities are defined in terms of two parameters
only, namely 𝜂 and 𝜅, which, in fact, may be determined by curve
9

fitting.
4.1. Data filtering and parameter calibration

The experimental data sets were first filtered by taking the 10-
neighbour mean at each data point, to get away with the usual noise
associated with the experimental procedure which may blur the un-
derlying trend. The linear regime, which occurs up to force 𝐹0 and
displacement 𝑢0, is then considered and the corresponding best fit
line is drawn, which provides the stiffness 𝐸𝑡, similar to the (tangent)
Young’s modulus, as well as the precise amount of shift which is
required to consistently align data curves across different specimens.
This shift is set so that zero intercept with the load axis is obtained at
zero displacement, i.e., curves start from the origin.

Once the linear regime is identified, the debonding process is de-
scribed according to the proposed model and the experimental curve is
fitted against the expected behaviour (3). The mechanical parameters
𝜂 and 𝜅 are then obtained, bearing in mind the following constraints:

1. 𝜂 < exp 𝜅, 𝜅 > 0;
2. the area under the curve in the slip-hardening regime obtained

from the data set corresponds to (4);
3. the bond quality affects 𝜅 and 𝜂 simultaneously, therefore we

demand 𝜂 > 1 + 𝜅∕10.

From a physical standpoint, the third restriction expresses the expec-
tation that better adhesion with the matrix entails greater maximum
shear stress, 𝜏𝑚, and shorter extinction length, 𝜒−1. Numerically, this
constraint prevents the fitting algorithm from hitting the boundaries
of the optimisation region for one parameter and then seeking the
optimum value for the other. The relationship between adhesion quality
and extinction length is also supported by the results on PBO fibres
in Signorini et al. [20], which indeed suggest that the interfacial bond
strength affects the decay rate of the shear stress field.

In the following, the results of data fitting are illustrated for each
roving type, namely epoxy (ECF), smooth (S-MCF) and wound (W-
MCF) mineral impregnation. Emphasis is placed on the calibration of
the mechanical parameters, 𝜂 and 𝜅, which characterise the interfacial
bond, at both ambient temperature and 100 °C exposure. In fact, the
data set for 200 °C exposure, that is associated with a shift in the failure
mode due to interface degradation, exhibit too much scattering to allow
for meaningful data fitting, despite robust filtering. Consequently, the
corresponding modelling parameters are associated with large CoV and
therefore are not reported in this study. A wrap-up discussion of all
fitted parameters, pertaining to both the linear and the slip-hardening
phase, is given in Section 4.2.

4.1.1. ECF datasets
Fig. 10a shows the linear fit inside the filtered experimental curve

for all specimens, while Fig. 10b zooms in the linear regime up to
𝐹0 = 0.5 kN. In particular, the quality of the linear approximation
appears to be satisfactory, although the stiffness 𝐸𝑡 was found to vary
significantly among different specimens.

The fitted parameters 𝜂 and 𝜅 are gathered in Table 4 for each
specimen together with the standard error, the mean across and the
coefficient of variation (CoV) for the mean. Specimen 3 in the ECF-20 °C
group behaves strongly out of trend and it is therefore excluded from
the mean.

Data pertaining to specimens exposed at 100 °C appear consistent,
although data scattering increases, as it may be expected, owing to the
degradation of the impregnation and of the interface. Quantitatively,
the analysis of the fitting residuals shows that the deviation from the
actual data set lies below 5% throughout the entire slip-hardening

regime (an example is shown in Fig. B.14 in the Appendix).
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l

Fig. 10. Filtered data sets for ECF specimens (solid curves) used for model fitting in the linear and post-linear (slip-hardening) regimes. The linear fit (either dash-dotted or dashed
ines) is plotted over the filtered data sets in inlet (b). The linear regime is conventionally set up to 𝐹0 = 0.5 kN.
Fig. 11. Filtered data sets for S-MCF specimens (solid curves) used for model fitting in the linear and post-linear (slip-hardening) regimes. The linear fit (either dash-dotted or
dashed lines) is plotted over the filtered data sets in inlet (b). The linear regime is conventionally set up to 𝐹0 = 0.3 kN.
4.1.2. S-MCF datasets
Similarly to the dealing of ECF, the filtered experimental data for

smooth mineral-impregnated fibres (S-MCF) and the corresponding
best-fitting lines are displayed in Fig. 11, for the slip-hardening and
the linear regimes. Again, the inlet zooms on the linear approximation,
this time up to 𝐹0 = 0.3 kN.

It is clear that two specimens exposed at 100 °C are obviously
off-trend, i.e. one is exceptionally tough and the other behaves non-
monotonically after the linear regime (although, the linear trend for
this specimen matches perfectly that of other specimens). The interpo-
lation parameters of the slip-hardening branch, which are an indication
of the interphase bonding capability, are collected in Table 5 where,
in particular, the mean for 𝜂 and 𝜅 is obtained discarding the two
specimens that exhibit a clear off-trend response.

4.1.3. W-MCF datasets
As with the previous data sets, Fig. 12 illustrates the filtered strength

curves alongside the linear approximation that is zoomed in the inlet;
the linear regime is set up to 𝐹0 = 0.5 kN and 𝐹0 = 0.45 kN respectively
for ambient temperature 20 °C and 100 °C exposure. Specimens exposed
at 100 °C exhibit a wide range of stiffness, which is also reflected in the
coefficient of variation for 𝐸𝑡.

The interpolation parameters for the slip-hardening branch of W-
10

MCF are summarised in Table 6. Unexpectedly, the table shows that
the mean value for 𝜂 at 100 °C is higher than that obtained at ambient
temperature, although the statistical significance of this increment is
doubtful in light of the large associated CoV (73 %).

4.2. Discussion

Fitting parameters for both the linear and the slip-hardening regimes
are gathered in Fig. 13, where, for the latter, the peak load, 𝐹1, and
the maximum corresponding displacement, 𝑢1, are also shown, together
with the area under the hardening curve, 𝐴1.

Looking at the main mechanical indices emerging from the tests
conducted at ambient temperature (20 °C), it appears that, contrarily to
expectation, S-MCF generally exceeds ECF. The sole notable exception
is constituted by stiffness, 𝐸𝑡, that increases moving from ECF to S-
MCF and finally to W-MCF, the last showing a 50 % increase over the
first, most likely due to improved surface roughness due to winding.
Interestingly, this stiffness increase occurs while the CoV remains sta-
ble or even decreases, which fact suggests that this stiffness gain is
statistically significant. Of course, given that the limiting force 𝐹0 is
similar for all the groups, this stiffness increase comes at the expense
of elongation, and indeed 𝑢0 drops by 41 % for W-MCF with respect
to the epoxy-impregnated ECF. However, this pattern is not replicated
in the slip-hardening regime, as the peak force 𝐹1 for W-MCF remains

slightly higher than that of ECF, with an even greater elongation 𝑢1.
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Fig. 12. Filtered data sets for W-MCF specimens (solid curves) used for model fitting in the linear and post-linear (slip-hardening) regimes. The linear fit (either dash-dotted or
ashed lines) is plotted over the filtered data sets in inlet (b). The linear regime is conventionally set up to 𝐹0 = 0.45 kN and 𝐹0 = 0.5 kN for 20 °C and 100 °C, respectively.
Table 4
Fitting parameters 𝜂 and 𝜅 for the load ratio 𝐹∕𝐹0 in the hardening regime, for each specimen in the ECF group, exposed at ambient temperature 20 °C and at 100 °C.

E-CF 20 °C 100 °C

sp1 sp2 (sp3) sp4 sp5 Meana sp1 sp2 sp3 sp4 Mean

𝜂 1.24 1.24 15.91 1.26 1.20 1.24 1.18 1.06 1.09 1.51 1.21
std.err. 0.26 0.21 3.94 0.10 0.13 CoV 2% 0.23 0.30 0.20 0.21 CoV 20%

𝜅 2.38 2.44 11.51 2.62 2.04 2.37 1.81 0.62 0.91 1.04 1.10
std.err. 0.64 0.52 2.27 0.26 0.30 CoV 10% 0.52 0.57 0.39 0.23 CoV 46%

a Excluding sp3.
Table 5
Fitting parameters 𝜂 and 𝜅 for the load ratio 𝐹∕𝐹0 in the hardening regime for each specimen in the smooth mineral coated (S-MCF) group, exposed at ambient temperature
(20 °C) and at 100 °C.

S-MCF 20 °C 100 °C

sp1 sp2 sp3 sp4 sp5 Mean sp1 sp2 sp3 (sp4) (sp5) Meana

𝜂 1.31 1.34 1.54 1.33 1.36 1.38 1.14 1.37 1.31 52.56 23.15 1.27
std.err. 0.32 0.21 0.28 0.43 0.38 CoV 7% 0.36 0.36 0.10 177.75 6.70 CoV 9%

𝜅 3.07 3.41 5.41 3.31 3.68 3.77 1.42 3.70 3.07 18.96 11.33 2.74
std.err. 0.84 0.58 0.98 1.15 1.06 CoV 25% 0.77 1.02 0.26 52.60 2.50 CoV 43%

a Excluding sp4 and sp5.
Table 6
Fitting parameters 𝜂 and 𝜅 for the load ratio 𝐹∕𝐹0 in the hardening regime, for each specimen in the mineral coated winded group (W-MCF), exposed at ambient temperature
(20 °C) and at 100 °C.

W-MCF 20 °C 100 °C

sp1 sp2 sp3 sp4 (sp5) Meana sp1 (sp2) (sp3) sp4 sp5 Meanb

𝜂 1.27 1.38 1.18 1.22 7.57 1.26 1.12 12.32 32.43 3.58 1.14 1.95
std.err. 0.04 0.34 0.07 0.18 1.02 CoV 6% 0.60 3.51 9.72 0.27 0.09 CoV 73%

𝜅 2.74 3.77 1.81 2.26 10.84 2.67 1.28 10.39 9.30 3.23 1.39 1.97
std.err. 0.10 0.98 0.16 0.42 1.25 CoV 32% 1.23 2.36 1.83 0.18 0.20 CoV 55%

a Excluding sp5.
b Excluding sp2 and sp3.
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Interestingly, S-MCF exhibits the highest toughness 𝐴1, while the CoV
emains limited across all groups. This can be explained by the fact that
-MCF also features superior bond quality, in the form of a slightly
arger 𝜂, this observation supporting the idea that the interface with
he matrix is stronger. Indeed, this result is also accompanied by a
ignificantly higher value of 𝜅, which suggests that this effective bond
ith the matrix translates into a shorter transfer length required to

ransmit the applied axial force 𝐹 to the surrounding matrix [73].
11

a

onetheless, fitting ambient temperature data produces comparable
alues for the coefficients of variation (CoV) of all mechanical pa-
ameters under consideration, which fact supports the idea that the
nalysis is meaningful of the underlying mechanical response and that,
n fact, all test groups perform similarly at ambient temperature (20 °C),
egardless of the type of impregnation.

When observing results concerning the specimens exposed at 100 °C,
n important drop of all mechanical properties can be consistently
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Fig. 13. Mechanical parameters: comparison between epoxy coated (ECF), smooth (S-MCF) and winded (W-MCF) mineral impregnated fibres as a function of temperature up to
100 °C.
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observed, which, unexpectedly, is not especially pronounced for epoxy
(ECF). As a notable exception, 𝜂 for W-MCF shows some improvement,
lthough such gain is associated with a very large CoV, that casts some
oubts on its statistical significance. Similar to what is observed at
0 °C, parameters appear to be homogeneous across different groups
nd trends are consistent, which supports the idea that the analysis
s meaningful. Interestingly, S-MCF remains best performing also at
00 °C under all parameters (inasmuch as the unreliable value of 𝜂
or W-MCF is disregarded), especially in terms of peak deformation
1. Indeed, although the ratio 𝑢1∕𝑢0 between the peak load elongation
nd the elongation at the end of the linear regime decreases, S-MCF
s the only group for which an increase is observed for the absolute
longation 𝑢1, when comparing performance at 100 °C to that at 20 °C,
hile suffering similar losses in terms of 𝐸𝑡 and 𝐹1 to all other groups.
ombined with the highest 𝐹1∕𝐹0 ratio among all groups at 100 °C,
he post-elastic performance of S-MCF far exceeds that of the other
echnologies, and especially with respect to ECF. Indeed, ECF suffers
ajor losses in terms of 𝜅 and peak force 𝐹1, which suggests more
ronounced degradation under exposure. Finally, a dramatic drop in
tiffness is recorded for W-MCF, which falls from the highest value of
𝑡 at ambient temperature (20 °C) to the poorest at 100 °C, with ECF and
-MCF being 63 % stiffer. This seems to demonstrate that the surface
rofiling obtained by winding is particularly delicate and greatly suffers
rom temperature degradation. This phenomenon is entirely due to the
anufacturing process of the impregnated roving, since the matrix and

ibre composition are the same of S-MCF, which appears to be the least
ulnerable to temperature. In fact, the shrinkage of the AAC matrix due
12

f

o thermal exposure may lead to radial cracks in the vicinity of the
-MCF ribs, that result in a remarkable stiffness loss, as envisaged in

ection 3. This outcome is particularly interesting and deserves further
nvestigation, as there appear very few contributions in the literature
hat point to the influence of the roving manufacturing process on its
emperature vulnerability. In fact, the vast majority of studies tend to
ocus on the impregnation matrix. Overall, epoxy impregnation, up to
00 °C, is less temperature sensitive than might be expected, although
his result may be explained by the shielding effect offered by the large
atrix block used in the tests and by the fairly limited temperature

eing considered. In fact, raising the temperature to 200 °C results in
ramatic performance losses across all groups and especially for ECF
pecimens, to the point that the mechanical model is no longer able to
rovide a meaningful analysis.

. Concluding remarks

On the wake of the growing demand for sustainable solutions for the
onstruction industry, mineral impregnated carbon fibres (MCFs) stand
ut as an advanced reinforcement technology with interesting advan-
ages over traditional steel reinforcement or FRP systems. This paper
nvestigates the interfacial bond of MCF embedded in alkali-activated
oncrete (AAC), with special regard to the effect of temperature ex-
osure and surface profiling. The custom-made AAC matrix offers an
nteresting balance of thermal resistance and mechanical performance,
hile presenting good workability as well as mild environmental im-
act. Mineral impregnation, based on geopolymers (GPs) and manu-

actured in an automated continuous pultrusion process, undergoes a
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distinctive post-treatment for fast-setting and surface profiling, which
is also highly scalable for efficient industrial manufacturing. The in-
vestigation shows that, at room temperature, MCF bond performance
is comparable to that of commercially available epoxy-impregnated
CF rovings. In contrast, MCF demonstrates superior performance at
elevated temperature and, in fact, over 50 % of the ambient tem-
perature bond strength is retained up to 200 °C for both MCF types.
Indeed, thermal resistance of the MCF is primarily connected with
the stability of the mineral impregnation agent and, to some extent,
with the capability of the AAC matrix to resist thermal strains, as
it is confirmed under various analyses including TGA, dilatometry,
ESEM, MIP and 𝜇CT. Also, smooth and wound MCFs exhibit distinct
pull-out curves which highlight the role of chemical and physical
features on the bonding strength. Indeed, epoxy-impregnated rovings
mostly rely on a physical interlocking mechanism, in the absence of
strong chemical compatibility with the matrix, and therefore frictional
resistance dominates the post-cracking response. In contrast, GP im-
pregnation enhances chemical bonding with the matrix, that improves
the peak cracking strength. Besides, the adoption of custom-made
surface profiling is also investigated and it is shown to greatly enhance
the composite stiffness at room temperature, although the benefit is
mostly lost after temperature exposure. This outcome is determined by
the fact that surface grooves are weakened by temperature and so is
the surrounding concrete with which they interact. An analytical one-
dimensional stress-and-friction-based mechanical model is employed
to interpret experimental data and quantitatively assess some indices
characterising the bond quality of the considered technologies. The
model presented supports optimal chemical affinity at room temper-
ature and offers the best temperature resistance through the adoption
of geopolymer impregnation technology, without the use of additional
surface profiling on the roving structure. Although very promising,
the results here reported provide only the first tentative approach to
highlight the potential of MCF systems and further research is needed
to gain a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena associated
with mineral impregnation in brittle composites.
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Appendix A. List of symbols

𝑙0 length of the roving emerging from the matrix

𝑡 roving embedding (anchoring) length in the
matrix

0 < 𝑥 < 𝑡 axial coordinate alongside the roving inside the
matrix

0 < 𝑠 < 𝑡 crack length, i.e. 𝑥 < 𝑠 is the crack zone, where
𝜏 = 𝜏𝑠, 𝑠 < 𝑥 < 𝑡 is the uncracked zone where 𝜏 is
given by (1)

𝜁 = 𝑥∕𝑡 dimensionless axial coordinate normalised to the
embedding length

𝐹0, 𝑢0 force and displacement in the pull-out test at the
limit of the linear regime

𝐸𝑡 roving stiffness in the linear regime, related to
Young’s modulus of the roving

𝐹1, 𝑢1 peak force and corresponding displacement in the
pull-out test

𝜏𝑚 maximum shear stress which is supported by the
undamaged matrix

𝜏𝑠 shear stress supported by the damaged (cracked)
matrix

𝜂 = 𝜏𝑚∕𝜏𝑠 > 1, ratio of the maximum stresses in the
undamaged and damaged matrix (friction)

𝜒 = 𝜅𝑡−1 exponential decay rate for the stress in the
undamaged matrix, closely related to the
extinction length 𝐿𝑒

𝐴1 (dimensionless) area under the 𝐹∕𝐹0 vs. 𝜁 curve
in the hardening regime (ratio of the hardening
toughness over the stored elastic energy)

Appendix B. Residuals

Fig. B.14 shows the hardening curve for specimen 5 in the EP 20 °C
group, alongside the nonlinear model (3), whose parameters 𝜂 and 𝜅
ave been obtained by best fitting. The other sample groups recorded
imilar residual ranges, in any cases lower than 10%.
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Fig. B.14. 𝐹∕𝐹0 dataset (solid, black) for specimen 5 in the EP 20 °C group superposed onto the nonlinear fit (3) (dashed, green). On the right panel, the interpolation residual
(i.e. the difference between the actual and the interpolated values) is plotted as a function of the dimensionless elongation, from 𝑢0 to 𝑢1. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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